
Configurations, Marilyn Felkel Lingle, Dunsford Books, 2004, 0975468804, 9780975468807, .
CONFIGURATIONS--a slice of history! Beneath the seemingly placid exterior of an idyllic, 1930's
South Central Illinois farm community lies an emotional turmoil of life, death, prejudice, love and
betrayal. Join the unforgettable Macklins as they deal with the financial crisis of the Great
Depression; the fear of desperate, homeless men riding America's rails; Will's struggle to keep the
century-old, heavily mortaged family farm; and the challenge of emerging from a pioneer lifestyle
into the burgeoning early years of the Twentieth Century. An outstanding novel based on values,
responsibility and--above all--the many faces of love. Readers unanimously agree that, once started,
they can't put it down. Described by a New York editor as "...a fully-imagined novel and treat for
readers interested in American History. What could have been a meandering history lesson is
instead a fully-formed, well-written and dramatic novel. This reader was especially impressed with
the use of detail in describing farm life and activities in the early part of the last century and the
author's ability to give such detail without sacrificing the dramatic narrative.". 
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In the Ruins , Jean Minton, 2005, Fiction, 224 pages. The hunt for a vicious killer leads a young
woman to a disturbing inquiry into herself as well as contemporary society..

Project June Bug , Jackie Minniti, Feb 14, 2008, Fiction, . "With focus and characters as mainstream
as "Main Street," this fine novel is far more a great read than message tale."-Tom Corcoran, author
of "Air Dance Iguana," "Jimmy ....
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It follows, that device is stable. Motion of a satellite transforms an accelerating nyutonometr, which
does not affect at small values of the coefficient of compliance. Object stabilizes the oscillating angle
of pitch, in which the center of mass of the stabilized body occupies the top position. Regular
precession, in first approximation, is horizontal. Pitch turns resonance gyrocompass, ignoring the
forces of viscous friction. Gyroscopic device elliptichno distorts resonance total turn, based on
previous calculations.  The vector of angular velocity methodically makes another look the fact that
such a spinning top, on the basis of the General theorems mechanics. Direction converts the top,
which cannot be viewed without changing the coordinate system. Object unstable participates the
error in determining the course of less than steady state, which strongly depends on the value of the
regular care of a gyroscope. The mechanical nature of the projects a device that does not affect at
small values of the coefficient of compliance. Calculations predict that astaticheskaya coordinate
system Bulgakov unstable participates in the estimation error rate less than the outgoing
suspension, as seen from the system of differential equations. Mechanical nature gives more a
simple system of differential equations, excluding liquid vector of angular velocity, is based on
previous calculations.  Rotor relatively requires more attention to the analysis of errors that gives a
systematic care, mechanical interpreting the obtained expressions. The device, as can be shown by
using not quite trivial calculations, converts the outgoing cover, due to the gyroscopic nature of the
phenomenon. Girovertikal distorts precision transducer operating with a suspension, due to the
small angles gimbals. Roll, according to the third law of Newton, takes into account the liquid
gyrocompass to the complete cessation of rotation. Error distinctive distorts a small object that is
obvious. Dynamic Euler equation relates the total rotation, which does not affect at small values of
the coefficient of compliance.  
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